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Going off the grid in preparation for retirement is a dream
for many and a reality for Peter and Robyn Tuft who run their
house and car from a solar and micro-hydro power system.
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Located above the town of
Kettering in Southern Tasmania
the house overlooks the water
and has views of Bruny Island.
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j
The house is water efficient and uses composting toilets, and greywater is treated via grease traps and reed bed systems and used to
irrigate the orchard. Drinking water is supplied from rainwater, captured in 2 x 2000L tanks and pumped to 2 x 10,000L tanks up the hill to
gravity feed the house. They have additional water supplies for firefighting and garden use.

WORDS Gabi Mocatta
PHOTOGRAPHY Peter Tuft
WHEN PETER AND ROBYN TUFT
decided to make a move from Sydney to
Southern Tasmania, they sometimes joked
about being climate change refugees – but
their joking was only partly in jest. Sydney
was getting too hot and too busy. They
yearned for a cooler climate, a slower pace
and water views. Their journey in search of
a refuge brought them to an 80-hectare slice
of heaven in the hills above the village of
Kettering, and ultimately to the creation of
a home that would tread lightly on
the planet.
Peter and Robyn had bushwalked all
over Tasmania since the 1970s, and had
come to love the state. When they found
this expansive property just south of
Hobart with tall eucalypt forest, pasture,
abundant wildlife and wide water views, it
was wonderful to imagine living there. They
relished the challenge of designing an off-

grid house that would do the site justice.
“We were very serious about
sustainability,” says Peter, of the thinking
behind the home. In conjunction with
designer, Isaac Tyson, the couple decided
on a passive solar design that would wrap
around the existing contour, high up on
the property’s ridgeline, and nestle into
the landscape. The house would consist of
two pavilions – one for themselves and one
for visitors – connected with a glassed-in
walkway. Tall glass windows to the north
and north-east, wide eaves and a concrete
floor would allow optimal solar gain
and thermal mass – classic passive solar
principles. But in terms of sustainability,
the Tuft’s house would go much further
than this.
“We wanted the house to be of the
site, and not imposed on it,” says Peter,
“and we were lucky to be able to source

much of the building material from the
property.” All the exterior vertical board
cladding came from eucalypt timber cut
and milled on site, as did the syenite stone
which makes up a low plinth around the
building exterior, serving aesthetic as well
as bushfire safety purposes. This stone is
also used for the fireplace for aesthetic and
thermal purposes. Pine trees felled just 100
metres from where the house stands today
provided timber for the ceiling in the living
area. All of this timber was milled and dried
on site.
In its relatively remote hilltop location,
the house had to be fully self-sufficient for
energy and water. Solar panels provide all
electricity, supplemented by a micro-hydro
generator when the creek on the property
flows in the cooler months. All water is
harvested off the roof and hot water comes
from the roof-mounted solar system. This
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The house faces north-east rather than north to allow winter morning sun
to penetrate before the sun rises above the eaves. Robyn and Peter have
managed the potential for overheating in summer with cross-ventilating
windows and external Luxaflex Evo shade blinds.

is supplemented by the wetback indoor
wood heater which also supplies a hydronic
heating system in both pavilions. The two
bathrooms have composting toilets and
greywater is filtered through reed beds
before being used to irrigate the property’s
orchard. All appliances were selected for
low energy and water consumption. “The
house produces vastly more energy than we
use, so we use the excess energy to charge
our electric car,” Robyn and Peter explain.
Working on the home’s design was a
delight for the designer for whom – quite
inconceivably considering the result – this
was his first full home design. “It was a
privilege to work with clients who were so
committed to creating a sustainable house,”
says Isaac Tyson. “It’s quite likely I’ll never
have another opportunity like this in terms
of the clients, the design and the site itself.”
For Peter and Robyn, their new life in
their off-grid home in Tasmania has joys
and responsibilities. “In Sydney we were
in a gully with bush all around us which
felt quite enclosed. The expansiveness of
this place is incredible,” Robyn says. “The
world looks big from here.” At the same
time as being a haven of space, warmth
and privacy, the house also demands active
management, which the couple enjoy. “It’s
nice to take responsibility for our own use
of resources, rather than just delegating
to someone else,” says Peter. “You can still
flick the switch and turn on a tap but you
have to think what’s behind that.”
The couple are also keen to share the
house with others to demonstrate the
superb results that can be attained in
sustainable building. “This house is so
comfortable – much more so than our ongrid Sydney house. It’s really testament to
what’s possible with living off-grid.”

j
With a 4kW solar array and 800W PowerSpout hydro generator they are able to generate
24kWh per day in summer and 19kWh in winter with hydro alone.

j
With two pavilions, one for living and another for frequent guests, the house is able to be
zoned for heating/cooling.
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Tuft House
—Specifications
Credits

Sustainable Features

DESIGNER
Isaac Tyson, Earthcraft
Design and Construction

HOT WATER & WATER SAVING
– Apricus solar water heater,
boosting from wood heater
wetback and micro-hydro
generator
– Rainwater supplies all water
needs: 3 x 10,000L tanks
– Composting toilets
– Greywater is treated via grease
traps and reed beds and used to
irrigate orchard
– Low water consumption due to
absence of flush toilets and use
of water-efficient appliances.

BUILDER
Ian Simondson, Skookom
PROJECT TYPE
New build
PROJECT LOCATION
Kettering, Tasmania
SIZE
Land 80 ha;
House 240 sqm

RENEWABLE ENERGY
– Off-grid solar and hydroelectric system with 4kW solar
array (16 x 250W Trina
panels) and 800W PowerSpout
hydro generator (operates only
when the creek flows)

– 1 580Ah lead-acid batteries,
Absolyte GP, 2 parallel banks
each of 24 cells giving 48V
–S
 electronic SP Pro inverter,
AERL Coolmax SR solar charge
controllers, MidNite Classic
hydro charge controller
–G
 eneration nominally 24kWh/
day in summer from solar, up
to 20kWh/day in winter from
hydro alone (plus some solar).
PASSIVE DESIGN / HEATING &
COOLING
–P
 assive solar design
–H
 ouse is zoned into two
pavilions for heating/cooling
–C
 oncrete slab for thermal mass
with insulation underneath
and to edges
–E
 levated opening windows for
cross-flow ventilation.

ACTIVE HEATING & COOLING
–T
 hermalux Gourmet Cooker
wood heater, fitted with a hot
water jacket
–H
 ydronic heating panels in
bedrooms and pavilion two.
BUILDING MATERIALS
–T
 imber frame and plasterboard
–T
 imber vertical board and
batten cladding to reflect local
vernacular farm sheds
–S
 tone, pine, stringybark and
bluegum all sourced on site
–C
 oncrete floor seeded with
white and bronze gravel.
OTHER ESD FEATURES
–L
 ow energy use; around
5kWh/day
–S
 urplus power is used to
recharge an electric car.
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